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This	issue	is	dedicated	to	the	work	of	Couze	Venn,	who	was	an	important	figure	in	social.	cultural	 and	 post/decolonial	 theory	 until	 his	 death	 in	 2019	 aged	 79.	We	 had	 initially	planned	this	volume	to	be	a	celebration	of	his	work	whilst	he	was	still	alive	to	be	able	to	see	it,	but	events	overtook	us.	Couze	was	a	huge	inspiration	and	founding	influence	on	the	 journal	 Subjectivity,	 introducing	 throughout	 the	 different	 periods	 of	 his	writing	 a	distinctive	 focus	 and	 attention	 on	 subjectivity,	 which	 he	 thought	 through	 the	interconnected	processes	of	affect,	 individuation	and	relationality.	He	was	 in	dialogue	with	many	thinkers,	 including	the	work	of	Bracha	Ettinger,	Gilbert	Simondon,	Bernard	Steigler,	and	many	others,	always	looking	for	the	traces	of	what	he	came	to	identify	as	the	“compossible”.		
The	 initial	 aim	 of	 the	 issue	 was	 to	 republish	 previously	 published	 papers	 by	 Couze,	chosen	by	him	as	showing	a	range	of	his	work	on	issues	related	to	subjectivity	over	the	years.	 In	addition,	Couze	was	contributing	a	new	paper,	his	 last	and	unfinished	paper,	‘Affective	 field	 and	 political	 subjectivities	 in	 the	 shadow	 of	 neo-fascism’,	 in	 which	 he	explores	 subjectivity	 and	 fascism	 in	 the	 light	 of	 the	 alt-right,	 new	 populisms	 and	developments	in	global	capital.	 In	the	notes	 in	part	two	he	also	gestures	to	the	role	of	what	he	calls	‘teletechnology’.	Given	that	we	are	writing	this	in	the	midst	of	a	pandemic	lockdown,	having	in.	which	governments	have	utilised	the	affects	of	 fear	and	panic,	as	well	as	confusion	and	chaos,	to	create	a	compliant	and	quiesant	global	population,	in	the	light	of	terminally	depleted	medical	services,	we	should	take	his	thoughts,	written	before	this,	very	seriously.		He	never	finished	that	paper	but	we	publish	the	work	as	it	was	–	a	
substantial	 draft	 of	 part	 one	 and	 notes	 towards	 part	 two.	 Couze	was	working	 on	 his	second	half	notes	right	up	until	the	last	few	days	of	his	life,	and	was	very	keen	to	make	sure	his	notebook	notes	could	be	found	and	passed	to	us.	We	reproduce	them,	cryptic	as	they	are,	in	that	spirit.		
Bracha	Ettinger	also	undertook	to	provide	a	reply	to	and	commentary	on	the	paper	and	began	 that	process	 in	 a	wonderful	presentation	by	video	 link	at	Goldsmiths	 last	 year.	However,	 illness	and	overwork	have	 taken	 their	 toll	and	so	we	will	be	publishing	her	paper	in	a	later	issue,	with	further	tributes	and	commentaries	on	Couze’s	writing.	Suffice	it	to	say	that	Bracha	began	to	engage	in	a	profound	way	with	the	insights	into	fascism	that	Couze	provided.	Given	 that	Couze	was	always	 thinking	with	Ettinger	and	was	keen	 to	receive	feedback	from	his	interlocutors,	we	look	forward	to	being	able	to	continue	this	important	conversation	in	the	months	and	years	to	come.		
The	issue	also	contains	some	wonderful	tributes	to	the	work	of	Couze	across	different	fields	and	areas,	provided	by	former	colleagues	and	students.	They	also	provide,	for	an	audience	 less	 familiar	with	 his	work,	 key	 insights	 into	 specific	works	 that	 have	 been	important	to	them.	The	tributes	are	made	by	his	dear	friend	and	long	term	collaborator	Julian	Henriques,	now	a	Professor	in	Cultural	Studies	at	Goldsmiths,	University	of	London,	by	 his	 former	 PhD	 student	 and	 collaborator	 on	 the	 journal	Theory,	 Culture	 &	 Society,	Simon	Dawes,	now	a	lecturer	at	l’Institut	d’études	culturelles	et	internationales	(IECI),	by	his	 former	student	and	 long	term	friend,	 interlocutor	and	collaborator	 Jeremy	Gilbert,	now	a	Professor	 in	Cultural	Studies	at	the	University	of	East	London,	by	his	 long	term	friend	 and	working	 class	 academic	 Diane	 Reay,	 Professor	 of	 Education	 at	 Cambridge	University,	by	John	Mason,	a	 former	student	of	Couze	in	the	 late	 ‘80s,	at	 the	then	East	London	Polytechnic,	by	his	friend	and	former	colleague	in	Cultural	Studies	at	University	
of	East	London,	Ashwani	Sharma,	now	at	the	London	College	of	Communication,	and	by	Shela	 Sheikh,	 who	 worked	 with	 him	 in	 the	 former	 Centre	 for	 Cultural	 Studies	 at	Goldsmiths,	University	of	London,	now	a	lecturer	in	cultural	studies	in	the	Department	of	Media,	Communications	and	Cultural	Studies	at	Goldsmiths,	University	of	London.	 	We	have	also	included	a	wonderful	tribute	by	Gargi	Bhattacharyya,	Professor	in	Sociology	at	the	University	of	East	London,	writing	as	an	“unknown	reader”,	that	is	somebody	who	didn’t	know	Couze	personally,	memorializing	him	instead	through	an	astute	and	careful	engagement	with	his	book,	The	Postcolonial	Challenge.	It	is	true	to	say	that	there	are	many	others	who	we	know	would	pay	and	want	to	pay	their	own	tributes,	and	would	identify	and	find	that	unique	mixture	of	friendship,	collaboration	and	critical	dialogue	with	his	work	that	marked	him	out	as	a	serious	scholar,	intellectual	and	kind,	gentle	and	sensitive	man.		







His	landmark	2000	book,	Occidentalism:	Modernity	and	Subjectivity.	critically	addresses	the	becoming	West	of	Europe	and	the	becoming	Modern	of	the	world,	demonstrating	that	questions	 of	 postmodernity	 are	 inseparable	 from	 post-coloniality,	 which	 he	 further	developed	 in	 his	 2005	 book,	 The	 Postcolonial	 Challenge:	 towards	 alternative	worlds,	leading	onto	 the	development	 for	TCS	of	 the	New	Encyclopaedia	Project,	which	 led	 to	Problematizing	Global	Knowledge	(2006).		
His	 2014	 book	 with	 Francesca	 Ashurst,	 Poverty,	 Inequality,	 Education:	 a	 political	economy	 of	 school	 exclusion,	 confronts	 the	 history	 of	 the	 pathologisation	 and	criminalisation	of	poverty	and	thus	challenges	the	practice	of	exclusion	by	uncovering	its	roots	in	19th	century	social	and	educational	policy	targeting	poor	children.	This	focus	on	inequality	and	poverty	is	also	further	developed	in	his	final	volume.		
He	became	deeply	concerned	with	the	interconnecting	currents	producing	the	perfect	storm	in	which	we	find	ourselves	today:	the	growth	of	inequality,	the	rise	of	
neoliberalism,	the	renewed	racism,	the	wars	and	the	ecological	crisis.	In	a	closely	argued	volume,	he	shows	how	all	of	these	are	deeply	interwoven,	but	does	not	stop	there.	It	is	his	commitment	to	offer	to	the	next	generation,	to	those	that	outlive	him,	a	vision	for	a	possible	future	‘After	Capital’,	a	vision	in	which	his	protocols	for	living	developed	in	the	book	confront	war,	climate	change	and	extinction,	and	the	vast	inequalities	in	living,	through	imagining	a	post-capitalist,	post-anthropocentric	politics	of	the	common	world.	Those	who	knew	Couze	will	know	how	committed	he	was	to	what	is	shared	and	connects	us	–	human	and	non-human,	and	to	working	together	on	collaborative	projects	to	make	a	difference	to	our	personal	and	political	lives.	Couze	never	shied	from	confronting	pain,	loss,	precarity,	racism,	shared	vulnerabilities,	and	the	vast	inequities	in	living	and	dying,	and	the	need	to	think	across	the	monstrous	binaries	and	separations	that	prevent	the	analysis	and	formation	of	a	genuine	commons.	The	book	represents	his	thinking	as	he	faced	the	end	of	his	life	and	looked	to	the	future	of	ours.	He	rightly	saw	this	book	as	his	legacy	to	those	of	us	who	outlive	him.	In	the	moment	of	far-reaching	global	challenges,	from	climate	change,	to	the	current	pandemic	to	the	global	financial	situation,	we	would	do	well	to	pay	attention	to	his	words	and	to	carefully	attend	to	what,	in	addition,	he	was	urgently	pointing	us	towards	in	his	last	paper.		
Lisa	Blackman	and	Valerie	Walkerdine	
	
	
	
	
	
	
